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ABSTRACT: The central role of tropical sea surface temperature (SST) variability in modulating Northern Hemisphere
(NH) extratropical climate has long been known. However, the prevailing pathways of teleconnections in observations and
the ability of climate models to replicate these observed linkages remain elusive. Here, we apply maximum covariance
analysis between atmospheric circulation and tropical SST to reveal two coexisting tropical–extratropical teleconnections
albeit with distinctive spatiotemporal characteristics. The first mode, resembling the Pacific–North American (PNA) pat-
tern, favors a tropical–Arctic in-phase (warm Pacific–warm Arctic) teleconnection in boreal spring and winter. However,
the second mode, with a slight seasonal preference of summer, is manifested as an elongated Rossby wave train emanating
from the tropical eastern Pacific that features an out-of-phase relationship (cold Pacific–warm Arctic) between tropical
central Pacific SSTs and temperature variability over the Arctic (referred to as the PARC mode). While climate models
participating in phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) appear to successfully simulate the PNA
mode and its temporal characteristics, the majority of models’ skill in reproducing the PARCmode is obstructed to some extent
by biases in simulating low-frequency SST and rainfall variability over the tropical eastern Pacific and the climatological mean
flow over the North Pacific during boreal summer. Considering the contribution of the PARC mode in shaping low-frequency
climate variations over the past 42 years from the tropics to the Arctic, improving models’ capability to capture the PARC
mode is essential to reduce uncertainties associated with decadal prediction and climate change projection over the NH.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: This study focuses on the skill of models in phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercom-
parison Project (CMIP6) in simulating two leading observed Northern Hemisphere (NH) teleconnections that show dis-
tinctive spatial and temporal characteristics. The first one, the Pacific–North American (PNA) mode, exhibits a warm
Pacific–warm Arctic pattern in boreal spring and winter, and the second one, the Pacific–Arctic (PARC) mode, features a
cold Pacific–warm Arctic out-of-phase relationship. We find that models are skillful in simulating the PNA mode but not
the PARC mode. This limitation may be rooted in unrealistic simulations of the mean state of winds and the low-
frequency sea surface temperature variability in the tropical eastern Pacific. These biases call for caution when interpreting
current models’ projections of extratropical circulations on multidecadal time scales.
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1. Introduction

Tropical sea surface temperature (SST) variability modulates
extratropical climate through the generation of recurrent modes
of large-scale atmospheric circulation, the so-called teleconnec-
tion patterns (Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Barnston and Livezey
1987; Trenberth et al. 1998; Joseph and Srinivasan 1999).
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Previous studies highlight the Pacific–North American (PNA)
pattern as the dominant Northern Hemisphere (NH) teleconnec-
tion that bridges SST variability associated with El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) with extratropical climate via
stationary Rossby wave propagation on interannual time scales
(Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Horel and Wallace 1981; Neelin
et al. 1992; Trenberth et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2000). The PNA
positive phase refers to positive SST anomalies in the tropical
Pacific enhancing the midlatitude jet stream toward the western
United States primarily in boreal winter.

In principle, the summertime extratropical circulation is less
sensitive to tropical SST forcing than in winter, stemming from
both the poleward displacement of jet streams associated with
the weakened equator-to-pole thermal gradient and more active
diabatic heating changes within the Asian summer monsoon re-
gion (Trenberth et al. 2014; Stan et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2018;
McCrystall et al. 2020; Henderson et al. 2021). Various sum-
mer teleconnections have been identified to be essential in
modulating the Indian and East Asian summer monsoons,
such as the Silk Road pattern (SRP) (Lu et al. 2002; Kosaka
et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2017) and the Pacific–Japan (PJ) pat-
tern (Wakabayashi and Kawamura 2004; Kosaka and Nakamura
2010; Choi et al. 2010). In particular, the most prominent telecon-
nection in the NH summer is the circumglobal teleconnection
(CGT) exhibiting a zonal wavenumber-5 to wavenumber-7 struc-
ture along the midlatitudes that is connected to the Indian sum-
mer monsoon variability (Ding and Wang 2005; Ding et al. 2011;
Wu et al. 2019).

More recent studies highlight the importance of the so-called
Pacific–Arctic teleconnection (PARC) and associated tropical
SST forcing in partially explaining the observed summertime
warming in and around the Arctic (Ding et al. 2014; Trenberth
et al. 2014; Perlwitz et al. 2015; Cohen 2016; Hu et al. 2016;
Deser et al. 2017a; Vavrus 2018; Baxter et al. 2019; Feng et al.
2021), a mechanism that is underrepresented in Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) multimodel and
single-model large ensemble simulations (Topál et al. 2020). In
contrast to the PNA, the PARC exhibits a longer-stretching
Rossby wave train emanating from the tropics to the Arctic al-
lowing for cold SST anomalies over the tropical east-central
Pacific to remotely enhance Arctic warming near Greenland in
its positive phase. Furthermore, the PARC is found to be a re-
current teleconnection on multidecadal and centennial time
scales over the past two millennia in a 2000-yr-long proxy data
constrained reanalysis (Feng et al. 2021).

Considering the essential role for tropical–extratropical atmo-
spheric teleconnections in bridging the impacts of tropical SST
forcing with the extratropics (Trenberth et al. 2014; Baggett and
Lee 2015; Hoskins and Woollings 2015; Sigmond and Fyfe 2016),
the reliability of climate models to replicate leading teleconnec-
tions in observations, such as the PNA, PARC, and other well-
known modes, is of primary interest in this study. To elaborate
on these issues, here we take a two-step approach. First, we use
maximum covariance analysis (MCA) to objectively search for
the leading modes of observed covariability between monthly
NH atmospheric circulation and tropical SSTs. These modes rep-
resent the most prevalent forms of atmospheric circulation

response in the extratropics to tropical SST forcing throughout
the year. Second, we apply the MCA method on the same varia-
bles derived from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase
6 (CMIP6; Eyring et al. 2016) models to study how current cli-
mate models replicate the observed teleconnections as well as to
further diagnose sources of possible model deficiencies (Stoner
et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018; Orbe et al. 2020).
Through this evaluation, we expect to assess model biases in re-
producing observed teleconnections in the NH with major impli-
cations for guiding future efforts aimed at improving decadal
prediction.

2. Data and methods

a. Reanalysis data and CMIP6

We focus our analysis on the time period 1979–2020 using
monthly (i) geopotential height and surface air temperature from
the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al. 2020), (ii) global SST from
the NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature
version 5 (ERSSTv5) (Huang et al. 2017), (iii) sea ice extent from
the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) (Cavalieri et al.
1996; Fetterer and Knowles 2004), and (iv) global gridded precipi-
tation data from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) (Adler et al. 2003). We also use monthly geopotential
height and surface air temperature from the ERATwentieth Cen-
tury Reanalysis (ERA-20C) (Stickler et al. 2014) for 1900–2010.
To evaluate models’ performance in capturing the observed tele-
connections, we focus on historical simulations (1979–2014) from
34 climate models archived in CMIP6 (Eyring et al. 2016). De-
tailed information on the 34 climate models is shown in Table 1.

b. Maximum covariance analysis

Maximum covariance analysis (MCA) (Bretherton et al.
1992; Wallace et al. 1992) is used to determine coupled vari-
ability between NH 200-hPa geopotential height (Z200) and
tropical SST (308S–308N) via singular value decomposition of
their covariance matrix. The leading modes contain time se-
ries and spatial patterns of the two fields that are optimally
coupled. The squared covariance fraction (SCF) accounts for
the percentage of total squared covariance in each mode, with
the larger SCF indicating a higher dominance of the corre-
sponding mode in accounting for the total covariance. In our
study, we apply MCA on the two reanalysis datasets and
34 historical simulations of CMIP6, separately. To facilitate a
direct comparison between MCAs derived from reanalyses and
simulations, the horizontal resolutions of Z200 and SST fields
from these datasets are interpolated onto a regular 28 3 28 grid
and the climatological annual cycle is removed from the
monthly data at each grid point before applying MCA.

c. Self-organizing map clustering method

To objectively gauge multimodel performance with respect
to their successes in replicating observed teleconnections, we
primarily use the self-organizing map (SOM) method to per-
form a clustering analysis on spatial patterns of MCA modes
derived from each model. This method is a type of artificial
neural network algorithm that is trained using unsupervised
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machine learning techniques to extract a few representative
modes from input patterns (Kohonen 1990). This method
has been extensively used to extract leading circulation
modes over a specific region (e.g., Gibson et al. 2017) or an-
alyze temporal dynamics of model errors in hydrological
modeling (e.g., Herbst et al. 2009; Reusser et al. 2009), but
applications on evaluating climate model performance re-
main limited.

Here, we use this method to group a set of leading MCA
modes derived from CMIP6 models into a number of well-
distinguished nodes. We also use conventional assessment
metrics including pattern correlation and root-mean-square
error (RMSE) to evaluate the leading MCA modes in
CMIP6 against observed counterparts. Thus, these three
methods (pattern correlation, RMSE, and SOM) collec-
tively provide a comprehensive examination to better char-
acterize and analyze multimodel performance in replicating
the observed spatial and temporal characteristics of the
teleconnections.

d. Testing the significance of correlation coefficients

To evaluate the statistical significance of the temporal cor-
relation coefficient, the effective sample size N* (Bretherton
et al. 1999) is used according to the following equation:

N* 5 N
1 2 r1r2
1 1 r1r2

, (2.1)

where N is the number of available time steps and r1 and r2 are
lag-one autocorrelation coefficients of each variable. A confi-
dence level above 95% is used to determine the significance of
correlations throughout the study.

e. The Rossby wave source, stationary Rossby
wavenumber, and wave activity flux

To understand how atmospheric dynamics driven by tropical
SST contribute to the establishment of extratropical teleconnec-
tions in the form of stationary Rossby waves, based on the

TABLE 1. The historical simulations from the first ensemble member runs of 34 CMIP6 models are used in this study.

No. Model Research center

1 ACCESS-CM2 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) and Australian
Research Council Centre of Excellence for Climate System Science (ARCCSS), Australia

2 ACCESS-ESM1-5 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) and Australian
Research Council Centre of Excellence for Climate System Science (ARCCSS), Australia

3 BCC-CSM2-MR Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration, China
4 BCC-ESM1 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration, China
5 CAMS-CSM1-0 Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, China
6 CESM2 Community Earth System Model contributors, United States
7 CESM2-FV2 Community Earth System Model contributors, United States
8 CESM2-WACCM Community Earth System Model contributors, United States
9 CESM2-WACCM-FV2 Community Earth System Model contributors, United States

10 CIESM Tsinghua University–Department of Earth System Science (THU), China
11 CanESM5 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada
12 E3SM-1-0 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), United States
13 E3SM-1-1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), United States
14 FGOALS-f3-L LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
15 FGOALS-g3 LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
16 GFDL-ESM4 NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, United States
17 GISS-E2-1-G NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, United States
18 GISS-E2-1-G-CC NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, United States
19 GISS-E2-1-H NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, United States
20 INM-CM4-8 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia
21 INM-CM5-0 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia
22 IPSL-CM6A-LR Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France
23 KACE-1-0-G National Institute of Meteorological Sciences–Korea Meteorology Administration, South Korea
24 MCM-UA-1-0 University of Arizona, United States
25 MIROC6 Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo), National Institute for

Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Japan
26 MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
27 MPI-ESM1-2-LR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
28 MRI-ESM2-0 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
29 NESM3 Nanjing University of Information Science and Technology, China
30 NorCPM1 NorESM Climate modeling Consortium, Norway
31 NorESM2-LM NorESM Climate modeling Consortium, Norway
32 NorESM2-MM NorESM Climate modeling Consortium, Norway
33 SAM0-UNICON Seoul National University, South Korea
34 TaiESM1 Research Center for Environmental Changes (AS-RCEC), Taiwan
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derivation of the nonlinear vorticity equation (Sardeshmukh
and Hoskins 1988), the so-called Rossby wave source (RWS) at
a specific pressure level can be calculated as

RWS 52= ? (Vxz), (2.2)

where z is absolute vorticity calculated as the sum of relative
vorticity and planetary vorticity, and Vx is the divergent com-
ponent of the total wind V at the same vertical level.

In addition, based on an idealized theoretical model (Hoskins
and Ambrizzi 1993), the stationary Rossby wavenumber (Ks) of
the basic flow in the upper troposphere is calculated to estimate
what types of stationary Rossby wave trains are preferentially
supported by the mean flow in the extratropics. The Ks is calcu-
lated as

Ks 5
b*

U

( )1/2
, (2.3)

where U is the westerly mean flow (positive), with

b* 5 b 2
2U
y2

, (2.4)

where b is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter.
Wave activity flux, in the form of Eq. (2.5) derived in Plumb

(1985), is calculated to illustrate how the group velocity associ-
ated with a Rossby wave train horizontally propagates along the
path. The flux Fs takes the form

Fs 5 p cosf

1
2a2 cos2f

c′

l

( )2
2 c′2c′

l2

[ ]
1

2a2 cosf
c′

l

c′

f
2 c′ 2c′

lf

( )
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (2.5)

where the streamfunction c 5 F/2V sinf, whereF is the geopoten-
tial and V is Earth’s rotation rate, a is Earth’s radius, p5 pressure/
1000 hPa, and (f, l) are latitude and longitude respectively.

3. Two leading teleconnection modes in the NH and
their seasonality in observations

a. Two leading NH teleconnections identified by MCA

To explore leading modes of the NH atmospheric circula-
tion variability associated with tropical SSTs, while excluding
the imprints of global warming as approximated by secular
trends in the two fields, we perform MCA between detrended
monthly Z200 in the NH and tropical SST (308S–308N) for the
period 1979–2020. The first two MCA modes together explain
86.4% (76.9% and 9.5%, respectively) of the total squared co-
variance between the two variables. The first MCA mode
(MCA1) of Z200 and related wave activity flux [Eq. (2.5)] shows
a hemispheric teleconnection propagating from the tropical
Pacific to the midlatitudes with a high pressure in the tropics and
western North America in its positive phase, concomitant to
warm tropical SST anomalies over the eastern Pacific (Figs. 1a,c).
This leading MCAmode resembles the well-known PNA pattern
(e.g., Wallace and Gutzler 1981) that links the forcing of ENSO
to circulation anomalies over the North Pacific and North America,

hereafter referred to as the PNA mode. The time series associ-
ated with the PNA mode is characterized by remarkable inter-
annual variability, with peaks indicating strong El Niño events
in 1982/83, 1997/98, 2009/10, and 2014–16 and strong La Niña
events in 1988/89, 1998–2001, and 2010–12 (Fig. 1e).

The second MCA mode (MCA2) of Z200 yields a different
type of teleconnection pattern favoring a Rossby wave train
emanating from the tropical eastern Pacific to the Arctic with
low pressure over the tropical central Pacific and high pres-
sure over Greenland (Fig. 1b). It is accompanied by a zonally
uniform height rise along the NH midlatitudes with successive
isolated high pressure centers in its positive phase. The wave
activity flux related to this pattern shows clear energy trans-
port from the tropics to the Arctic along its path (Fig. 1b).
This MCA mode is consistent with a tropical–Arctic telecon-
nection pattern, known to be partially responsible for Arctic
surface warming and sea ice melting in the past two decades
(Ding et al. 2014; Trenberth et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2016; Baxter et al.
2019; Jeong et al. 2022; Fig. 2b), and associated with cold tropical
SST anomalies extending from the equatorial central Pacific
to the Gulf of California (Fig. 1d), hereafter referred to as
the Pacific–Arctic (PARC) mode. This SST pattern bears
some resemblance to the negative phase of the PDO over the
tropical Pacific and the corresponding MCA2 time series indi-
cates that its temporal variability may possess some elements
oscillating on decadal time scales. Furthermore, the resem-
blance of the Z200 and SST spatial patterns associated with
the PARC mode, derived from detrended monthly data, to
the linear trends of monthly Z200 and SST during 1979–2020
is noticeable. Both show a wavy structure in the NH midlati-
tudes and the absence of tropical SST warming in the east-
central Pacific (Fig. 2a). This suggests that the PARC mode
may partially explain the spatial structure of observed changes
over the past 42 years in tropical SST and NH circulation, which
implies a recent strengthening of the PARC (Ding et al. 2014;
Feng et al. 2021). In addition, the PARC mode serves as MCA2
with a larger squared covariance (21.7%, and 48.6% for MCA1)
if the MCA calculation focuses on the connection between trop-
ical SST and NH extratropical Z200 (308–908N) (see Fig. 1 in
the online supplemental material).

Although both the PNA and PARC teleconnection modes
are sensitive to tropical SST over the eastern Pacific, their SST
patterns and temporal characteristics are different. It is informa-
tive to further investigate their seasonality to better understand
the seasonal dependence of each mode. To do so, we calculate
the squared expansion coefficient (SEC) index by squaring the
values of the normalized MCA time series and averaging
them for each month (Figs. 2c,d). This allows us to investi-
gate the dominance of each mode in terms of explained co-
variance throughout the year. Our calculations imply that
both the Z200 patterns of the PNA and the PARC possess
the strongest action in winter and spring, while the SST
mode associated with the PARC turns out to be more active
in summer and also has a weaker seasonal preference than
the PNA (Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Ding et al. 2011; Baxter
et al. 2019; Figs. 2c,d). The manner in which the PNA and the
PARC modes interact with each other throughout the year may
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be regulated by ENSO-related SST variability, which normally
peaks in winter over the eastern Pacific and becomes much
weaker in summer. This allows other SST modes such as the in-
terdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) or the Pacific meridional
mode (PMM; Chiang and Vimont 2004) to excite extratropical
circulation responses from the tropical eastern Pacific in boreal
summer.

b. Impacts of the PNA and PARC on
extratropical climate

To further elaborate on the implications of the recent
strengthening of the PARC and how the PNA and PARC im-
pact extratropical climate, we calculate the correlation between
surface temperature and the time series of the first two MCA
Z200 modes in each month and season. As for the PNA, it pri-
marily reflects associated surface temperature changes in the
tropics and in the North Pacific with warming in the northwest-
ern United States and Alaska, especially in winter (Figs. 3a–e).
In contrast, NH surface temperature changes sensitive to the
PARC mode exhibit a distinctive spatial pattern, which mirrors
the structure of the MCA2 Z200 mode: concomitant to a tilted
cold SST anomaly extending from the equatorial central Pacific
to the Gulf of California, and vast warming over some continental
regions particularly around Greenland, eastern North America,

and northern Eurasia in summer (Fig. 3h). Atmospheric circula-
tion associated with the PARC mode also significantly correlates
negatively with Eurasian/Siberian temperatures in winter and
spring (Figs. 3g,j), which indicates that tropical SST variability
may partially modulate the Eurasian cooling observed in recent
decades through the PARC teleconnection (Mori et al. 2014;
Matsumura and Kosaka 2019; Feng et al. 2021). This PARC mode
can explain almost 30% (squared coefficient) of surface tempera-
ture variability over Greenland in spring and summer and over
midlatitude Eurasia in winter and spring. In addition, Arctic
sea ice melting around the Beaufort Sea is closely connected to
the PARC mode in the melting season (Fig. 2b). Consequently,
the strengthening of this mode in summer and autumn can
contribute to sea ice melting and related positive feedbacks in the
Arctic on interannual time scales. More studies on the impact of
the seasonality of the PARC are desired in order to fully under-
stand the tropical–extratropical teleconnections, since extratropi-
cal circulation response to tropical diabatic heating is sensitive to
changes in the climatological background flow (e.g., Lin et al.
2009; Seo and Son 2012).

c. The PNA and PARC over the past 111 years

Next, we show evidence for the existence and stability of
these two teleconnections over longer periods before 1979. We

FIG. 1. Two leading NH teleconnection modes during 1979–2020 in ERA5. The first mode of MCA (MCA1)
between detrended monthly mean (a) 200-hPa geopotential height (Z200; m) and (c) tropical sea surface temperature
(SST; 8C) with (e) normalized time series associated with MCA1 Z200 (black curves) and SST (red curves) patterns
shown in (a) and (c). (b),(d),(f) As in (a), (c), and (e), but for the second MCA mode (MCA2). The squared covari-
ance fraction (SCF; %) explained by each MCA mode is indicated in the title of each panel in (a) and (b). In (a) and
(b), purple vectors (3104 Pa m2 s22; vectors less than 104 Pa m2 s22 are omitted) denote the wave activity flux
[Eq. (2.5)] associated with the corresponding MCA Z200 pattern. The correlation coefficient between the time series
of MCA1 Z200 and SST is 0.77 in (e) and 0.52 for MCA2 in (f).
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examine the two leading MCA modes of monthly Z200 and
tropical SST from ERA-20C in 1900–2010. To reduce impacts
of global warming over the twentieth century, we remove the
linear trends of Z200 and SST before the analysis. The first two
MCA modes’ spatial patterns are in accordance with results
seen using the ERA5 reanalysis: MCA1 (explaining 83.4% of
SCF) closely resembles the PNA mode, and the MCA2 (ex-
plaining 9.0% of SCF) is similar to the PARC mode albeit an
eastward extension of cold SST anomalies in the tropical eastern
Pacific (although the tilted cold SST pattern differs slightly from
its 42-yr counterpart), and a slight shift in the wavy pattern
around the Arctic is seen compared with the pattern in ERA5
(Figs. 4a–d). The time series associated with MCA2 exhibits
clear decadal to multidecadal oscillations throughout the whole
period and a significant upward trend since 1979 (Fig. 4f), which
suggests that low-frequency tropical SST variability captured by
this mode plays a key role in modulating extratropical climate
via the PARC-like teleconnection over the past 111 years. In
particular, this mode’s distinctive spatial pattern likely had an
imprint on the long-term trends of NH circulation and tropical
SST over the past 42 years. However, we cannot rule out the
possibility that some of this low-frequency variability may also
be due to aerosol-driven midcentury cooling (Shen et al. 2020).

Both the PNA and PARC modes appear to be the two
leading teleconnections persistently over the past century,
and thus are key agents to translate tropical forcing to the

extratropics. These robust observed patterns can be used as a
test bed to gauge models’ skill in replicating the same linkage
in simulations. Note that the third- and higher-order MCA
modes of Z200 and tropical SST fields are not considered in
this study, since the SCFs of these modes are well below 3% in
ERA5 and 2% in ERA-20C during the past 42 and 111 years
respectively.

4. CMIP6 models’ performance in simulating the two
teleconnection modes

To assess how CMIP6 models replicate the observed PNA
and PARC modes, we perform MCA using monthly tropical
SST and Z200 over the period 1979–2014 from each historical
simulation in CMIP6. Consistent with the method applied to
reanalyses, to focus on year-to-year variability and to reduce
the influence of anthropogenic forcing, we remove the linear
trends from the two variables before applying MCA. The first
two MCA modes explain the majority of the total squared co-
variance in each CMIP6 model; however, it ranges from
46.5% to 96.6% for MCA1 and 1.28% to 14.9% for MCA2
(Fig. 5a) compared with the 76.9% for MCA1 and 9.5% for
MCA2 in ERA5. All models successfully reproduce the key
features of the PNA mode, while the spatial patterns of
MCA2 vary substantially from model to model. To understand
the overall skill of all models, we average the MCA spatial

FIG. 2. Linear trends of monthly mean (a) Z200 (m decade21) and tropical SST (8C decade21) in 1979–2020. (b) Si-
multaneous correlations between time series of MCA2 Z200 and detrended surface temperature (Ts) in summer
[June–August (JJA); shading] and sea ice extent in the melting season [June–October (JJASO); contours] displayed
in polar projection. Squared expansion coefficient (SEC) indices of (c) MCA Z200 and (d) SST patterns by squaring
the values of the normalized MCA1 (black curves) and MCA2 (red curves) time series and averaging them for each
month. In (a), small crosses denote grid points with trends that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
In (b), grid points with statistically significant correlations above the 95% confidence level are displayed.
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patterns of Z200 and SST across all models and each of the two
modes and highlight those areas where 70% of the models agree
on the simulated characteristics of the observed teleconnections
(Figs. 5b–e), hereafter referred to as the ensemble mean MCA
modes. In the ensemble mean MCA1, the tropical upper-level
circulation displays a robust PNA-like response in the tropics
and midlatitudes to anomalous warm tropical SSTs associated
with El Niño, showing high pressure centers over the equatorial
Pacific and western North America (Figs. 5b,d). It is also noted
that the high-latitude component of the simulated PNA extends
broadly into the Arctic, which is not seen in the observed
MCA1 over the past 42 years (Figs. 1a,c).

The PARC mode is underestimated by many models, which
is reflected in their ensemble mean (Figs. 5c,e). It is only over

central locations of particular cells of the PARC (e.g., Green-
land and the tropical eastern Pacific) where models show skill
to capture part of the signals, also with smaller SCFs (;6.8%
on average) compared with that in ERA5 (9.5%). We also
calculate the squared expansion coefficient (SEC) index (as
for ERA5 in Figs. 2c,d) for both modes grouped by months
for each model, then we average the SEC indices across the
models. The ensemble mean SEC indices show similar fea-
tures to their observed counterparts (Figs. 2d and 5g).

To evaluate model performance regarding the simulation of
spatial characteristics of the two modes, we consider the pattern
correlation (r) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE). Pat-
tern correlation coefficients of Z200 and SST MCA1 calculated
for each model against ERA5 exhibit significant positive values

FIG. 3. Correlations between time series of MCA1 Z200 and detrended (a) monthly mean Ts and seasonal mean Ts
in (b) MAM (March–May), (c) JJA (June–August), (d) SON (September–November), and (e) DJF (December–
February, i.e., December of the previous year and January and February of the current year). (f)–(j) As in (a)–(e),
but for MCA2. Stippling indicates statistically significant correlations at the 95% confidence level. To calculate the
correlations for seasonal mean data, monthly Ts data and the time series of MCA1/MCA2 Z200 are averaged over
each season respectively and then are correlated.
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in all models (rZ200 5 0.84 and rSST 5 0.81 on average), as well
as small RMSE (RMSEZ200 5 7.79 and RMSESST 5 0.18 on av-
erage), indicative of a well-represented PNA mode in CMIP6
models (Figs. 6a,b). In contrast, pattern correlation coefficients
of Z200 and SST MCA2 for each model against ERA5 vary
from 20.3 to 0.8 (rZ200 5 0.30 and rSST 5 0.35 on average) with
much larger RMSE in the Z200 field (RMSEZ200 5 15.37 and
RMSESST 5 0.17 on average) compared with MCA1. Consis-
tent with our previous comparison of the observed and simu-
lated MCAmodes using the multimodel ensemble means, these
results suggest that models are able to successfully capture the
PNA but not the PARC.

To further explore how each model simulates regional features
of the two MCA modes, we use the SOM clustering method to
classify MCAZ200 and SST modes derived from 34 models. This
provides us a new opportunity to visualize how close models’ sim-
ulations are to their observed counterparts spatially. The 34
MCAmodes are grouped into a set of nodes based on similarities
between their spatial patterns. A sole spatial pattern is generated
to represent common spatial features of all members in each
node. Then, the spatial correlation between each original pattern
with its assigned node pattern is calculated and the total of 34
spatial correlation coefficients are considered to quantify the level
of the success of the clustering. The appropriate node size should
be selected to fully encompass key characteristics of simulated

patterns derived from a limited sample size of 34 and also
maximize the discrepancies between each node. The larger
the node number is, the higher the coefficient and the more
comprehensively models’ features can be reflected in this
clustering. By reducing the node number from 34 to a smaller
node number, the averaged spatial correlation drops corre-
spondingly to reflect the leading spatial features contained in
original patterns. Considering the largest rate of the coeffi-
cient growth with increasing node numbers (Kohonen 1990),
the first and second MCA modes are clustered into nine and
six nodes with each reflecting 60% and 65% of the total spa-
tial features, separately.

The 34 pairs of MCA1 are classified into nine groups that all
well reflect the PNA mode with some slight differences around
the Indian Ocean and southern Asia along 308N, and the high
latitudes in each group (Fig. 7). Pattern correlation coefficients
of each group with the PNA mode in observations are approxi-
mately r ; 0.90 and 0.95 for the Z200 and SST fields, respec-
tively (Fig. 6c). In contrast, the MCA2 spatial patterns grouped
into six nodes yield more diverse spatial structures, since the
second mode is less consistent within the models (Fig. 8). The
pattern correlation coefficients of Z200 and SST fields with
the PARC mode in observations vary from r 5 0.15 to 0.85
across the models (Fig. 6d). Most models tend to exhibit a
strong zonally elongated height rise along the jet stream and

FIG. 4. The two leading NH teleconnection modes in the past 111 years in ERA-20C. The MCA1 between de-
trended (a) Z200 (m) and (c) tropical SST (8C) during the period 1900–2010 with (e) the normalized time series of
MCA1 Z200 (black curves) and SST (red curves) shown in (a) and (c). (b),(d),(f) As in (a), (c), and (e), but for
MCA2. In (a) and (b), purple vectors (3104 Pa m2 s22; vectors less than 104 Pa m2 s22 are omitted) denote the wave
activity flux [Eq. (2.5)] associated with the corresponding MCA Z200 pattern. The SCF explained by each MCA
mode is indicated in the title of each panel in (a) and (b). The correlation coefficient between the time series of
MCA1 Z200 and SST is 0.72 in (e) and 0.54 for MCA2 in (f).
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show a PNA-like pattern over North Pacific (Figs. 8b–d, nodes
1–3, including 22 models). Some models primarily reflect vari-
ability in the middle and high latitudes revealing three main ac-
tion centers located in the Arctic, North Pacific, and eastern
North America (Figs. 8f,g, nodes 5–6, including 11 models).

Only one model (Fig. 8e, node 4: CIESM) bears a strong resem-
blance to the PARC mode, albeit with weaker signals than the
observed (pattern correlations: rZ200 5 0.79, rSST 5 0.86). Con-
sistent with the other two evaluation methods (Figs. 6a,b), the
SOM method reinforces that most CMIP6 models have some

FIG. 5. CMIP6 model performance in reproducing the two leading NH teleconnection modes. (a) The SCF ex-
plained by MCA1 (black columns) and MCA2 (red columns) between detrended Z200 and tropical SST in the
CMIP6 34 models. The multimodel ensemble means of MCA1 (b) Z200 (m) and (d) SST (8C) in the period 1979–
2014. (c),(e) As in (b) and (d), but for MCA2. The ensemble means of squared coefficients of the time series associ-
ated with MCA1 (thick black curves) and MCA2 (thick red curves) for (f) Z200 and (g) SST patterns averaged in
each month from the CMIP6 models. The SCF explained by MCA1 or MCA2 simulated by all the CMIP6 models
(ensemble mean SCF6 the one standard deviation of SCFs across all models) is indicated in the title of each panel in
(b) and (c). In (b)–(e), stippling indicates grids where a majority of (more than 70%) of the 34 models exhibit the
same sign as that of the corresponding MCA pattern in observations (Figs. 1a–d). In (f) and (g), the light color curves
indicate squared coefficients of the time series associated with MCA1 (light black curves) and MCA2 (light red
curves) for the Z200 and SST patterns averaged in each month from each model.
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limitations in reproducing the PARC mode while they can suc-
cessfully simulate the PNA.

5. Possible causes of model limitations in capturing the
PARC mode

a. Limitations in simulating tropical SST and convection
associated with the PARC

Why are models able to replicate the overall structure of
the PNA mode while showing limitations in reproducing the
PARC mode? Considering that ENSO is the leading driver of
tropical SST variability and its extratropical forcing is deemed
to be strong enough to overwhelm background climate noise
in the midlatitudes, it is expected that most models have bet-
ter skill at capturing the PNA than the PARC. Based on this
line of thought, we further speculate that this limitation
might stem from two possible causes. The first possible
cause, explored in this subsection, is that the low model skill

in capturing the PARC teleconnection is associated with a
poor simulation of tropical SST variability on low-frequency
time scales in the tropical eastern Pacific. The second possi-
ble cause, explored in the following subsection, is associated
with errors in simulating the climatological summer circula-
tion in the NH.

Over the past decades, substantial scientific progress has
been made to improve simulation skills of ENSO, which likely
results in a better simulation of the PNA, especially in winter
when ENSO events peak in strength. However, the tropical
SST variability associated with the PARC mode in observa-
tions and models is not the leading mode in the region, resem-
bling the IPO or the PMM owing to strong linkages with
extratropical oceanic processes (Chiang and Vimont 2004;
Feng et al. 2021). In contrast to ENSO, these high-order SST
modes have relatively weak magnitudes and more complex
temporal variability and are subject to complex interactions
with tropical–extratropical atmospheric and oceanic processes,

FIG. 6. Three methods are used to evaluate how CMIP6 models replicate the two leading NH teleconnection
modes. (a) Pattern correlations and (b) root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the MCA1/2 (green triangles, red
circles) Z200 or SST pattern derived from the CMIP6 models and the corresponding one in observations. Pattern cor-
relations between the SOM-clustered (c) MCA1 and (d) MCA2 in each node and that of ERA5 in Figs. 1a–d. In (a)
and (b), light green circles indicate the model (i.e., CIESM) in node 4 that is indicated to best resemble the PARC
mode in the following SOM analysis (Fig. 8e). Dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the multimodel ensemble means of
the pattern correlations and RMSE of MCA1 (blue lines) and MCA2 (red lines).
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such as nonlinear oceanic dynamics (Sun et al. 2014; Lewis and
Legrande 2015), momentum flux (Larson et al. 2018), and
ocean heat content changes (Karnauskas et al. 2012). Thus,
current climate models may still struggle to fully capture their
underlying formation mechanisms (Deser et al. 2012a,b;
Fasullo et al. 2020), which can obstruct the generation and
maintenance of the PARC mode.

The biases in simulating these SST variations in the tropical
eastern Pacific can further worsen the models’ skill to simulate
tropical convection and the RWS that is essential to generate the
PARC. To address this issue, we examine boreal summer precipi-
tation related to the PNA and PARC modes by regressing the
observed and simulated precipitations onto the corresponding
MCA1/2 SST time series, respectively. In line with our previous
analyses, the multimodel ensemble means of PNA-mode re-
gressed precipitation (averaged from the 34 models’ regression

maps) well reflect the observed rainfall anomalies over the tropi-
cal Pacific that are characterized by positive precipitation anoma-
lies along the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ; Figs. 9a,c).
However, as for the PARCmode, the regression map of the mul-
timodel ensemble mean reveals that models tend to underesti-
mate precipitation anomalies in the deep tropics especially in the
central-east Pacific compared with observations (Figs. 9b,d). Such
biases in simulating tropical SST and convection variability can
be translated to the generation of the RWS. The positive RWS
over the central-east Pacific can support Rossby wave propaga-
tion from the tropics to midlatitudes in observations (see supple-
mental Fig. 2a). However, models behave differently in
simulating RWS over tropical Pacific related to this mode. The
multimodel ensemble means of the RWS exhibit weaker signals
in the tropical eastern Pacific along 158N compared with observa-
tions (supplemental Fig. 2b), although some models can capture

FIG. 7. Classifying simulated MCA1 by CMIP6 models using the SOMmethod. (a) MCA1 between detrended monthly mean Z200 (m)
and tropical SST (8C) in observations, and (b)–(j) 34 MCA1 from the CMIP6 models clustered into nine nodes. The number of models
grouped into each node is indicated in the title of each panel.
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some features of the observed RWS connected to the PARC
mode. This means that these high-order SST modes in the tropi-
cal Pacific in models are not strong enough in magnitude to gen-
erate sufficiently strong RWS to trigger the PARC in this region.
These findings suggest that biased simulations of tropical convec-
tion and the related RWS could be a culprit responsible for mod-
els’ limited capability in reproducing the PARC.

b. Limitations in simulating summer circulation mean
state over the eastern Pacific

The other possible issue resulting in poor model simulations
of the PARC teleconnection may be rooted in limitations to re-
produce the NH summertime climatological mean flow espe-
cially over the eastern Pacific. Seasonal mean 200-hPa zonal
winds in the multimodel ensemble means show large biases in
oceanic regions, especially over the Pacific Ocean in boreal sum-
mer (Figs. 10a–d). This region serves as the key zone where the
mean flow critically determines characteristics of extratropical
stationary Rossby wave excitation triggered by RWS forcing as-
sociated with ENSO and high-order SST modes (Batehup et al.
2015; Hoskins and Woollings 2015). The observed zonal winds
over the tropical eastern Pacific are generally westerly winds
from boreal fall to spring in the upper troposphere, which is
known as the westerly duct that facilitates an interaction between
the tropics and extratropics and interactions of wave activities

across the tropics between the two hemispheres (Webster and
Holton 1982; Webster and Chang 1998). The existence of mean
westerly winds over the region is more favorable for Rossby
wave propagation related to ENSO-related SST variations. How-
ever, in summer, the westerly duct over this region is greatly
weakened and replaced by weak easterly winds. In theory, these
weak easterlies may mute the export of ENSO’s influence out of
the deep tropics considering that stationary Rossby waves prefer-
entially exist and propagate in the westerly flows (Trenberth et al.
1998). Thus, the existence of subtropical westerly winds along
;208N over the subtropical eastern Pacific in summer may opti-
mally allow non-ENSO related SST modes to drive tropical–
extratropical teleconnections like the PARCmode.

However, the simulated upper-level mean zonal flows over
the tropical eastern Pacific in the multimodel ensemble means
show a different structure and evolution in summer. The simu-
lated westerly duct prevails over the region year-round, which is
possibly due to an imperfect simulation of the strength of the
Hadley cell or eddy-mean flow feedbacks (e.g., Webster 1961;
Hartmann 2007). To better illustrate these biases, we calculate
differences of seasonal mean 200-hPa zonal winds between each
CMIP6 simulation and observations in the tropical eastern
Pacific (08–158N, 808W–1808, Fig. 10e). The negative biases mainly
occur in boreal winter and spring, while positive biases are primar-
ily seen in boreal summer and autumn. This indicates that the

FIG. 8. Classifying simulated MCA2 by CMIP6 using the SOM method. (a) MCA2 between detrended monthly mean Z200 (m) and
tropical SST (8C) in observations, and (b)–(g) 34 MCA2 from the CMIP6 models clustered into six nodes. The number of models grouped
into each node is indicated in the title of each panel.
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wintertime mean westerly flow tends to be underestimated in sim-
ulations, while the summertime mean easterly flow is weaker than
that in observations. This type of simulated circulation mean state
may still favor ENSO forcing in the summertime, unlike in the
real world.

To further examine how the mean flow to the north of the
source region determines poleward propagation of stationary
Rossby waves, we calculate the governing stationary Rossby
wavenumber [Ks; Eq. (2.3)] of the mean flow state over the en-
tire NH to understand what types of stationary Rossby waves
tend to be maintained in this area. In observations, the strong
easterly basic-flow in the tropical eastern Pacific creates unfa-
vorable conditions (Ks does not exist) along 208–308N that in-
hibits the propagation of stationary Rossby waves from the
deep tropics to the subtropics (Fig. 10f). Instead, the simulated
mean flow has no such barriers along 208–308N in the subtropics
and consequently ENSO may still have a chance to suppress
other teleconnections generated in the region to influence re-
mote areas in summer (Fig. 10g). In addition, the observed Ks

in the North Pacific along 308–408N are around 6–7 and the sim-
ulated ones are slightly smaller (;6) over most areas, indicating
that the mean flow in models overall favors a stationary Rossby
wave train that has a longer wavelength. This could be another
reason that models have difficulty in reproducing the PARC,
which has a shorter wavelength than the PNA. In summary,

models’ biases in simulating tropical SST and convection variabil-
ity, and key properties of the mean flow in the tropical eastern
Pacific may jointly make it difficult for models to successfully sim-
ulate the PARC.

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we reveal two leading observed teleconnections
bridging tropical SST anomalies with extratropical atmospheric
circulation in the NH on interannual and interdecadal time
scales. The first one manifests as the classical PNA pattern me-
diating the extratropical atmospheric circulation response to El
Niño–type warm SST anomalies primarily in boreal winter and
spring on interannual time scales. The second teleconnection,
the so-called PARC mode, is more active in summer and it
displays a broad range of variability from interannual to interde-
cadal time scales characterized by a cold Pacific–warm Arctic
out-of-phase connection between the tropical SST anomalies in
the eastern Pacific and Arctic climate variability. Both telecon-
nections have prominent impacts on surface climate conditions
hemispheric wide, via differently structured Rossby wave propa-
gation toward the high latitudes. CMIP6 models demonstrate
some limitations in replicating the PARC mode but show skill-
ful capability in simulating the midlatitude component of the
PNA mode, except that the simulated PNA-driven effects over
the Arctic are overestimated. The reason behind the underesti-
mation of the PARC mode is speculated to be linked to model
biases in simulating low-frequency tropical SST and associated
convection and RWS variability and the atmospheric mean flow
over the central and eastern Pacific in summer.

Although our assessments are carried out on the basis of his-
torical simulations during 1979–2014, this short duration might
not optimally enable us to thoroughly evaluate models’ perfor-
mance in capturing the PARC in a longer integration consider-
ing the possible nonstationary characteristics of the PARC on
low-frequency time scales (Swart 2017; Bonan and Blanchard-
Wrigglesworth 2020; Topál et al. 2020; Henderson et al. 2021).
Thus, we additionally use the CESM1 Large Ensemble (CESM-
LEN) 1800-yr-long control run (preindustrial simulations; Kay
et al. 2015) to further investigate the model’s performance in
simulating the PARC and its related imprints on other fields in
the tropics and extratropics. By applying MCA on the monthly
mean NH Z200 and tropical SST fields in CESM-LEN long con-
trol run (1800 years), we find that the PNAmode is well captured
as the leading mode but the model still struggles to replicate the
PARC-like teleconnection (Fig. 11). Considering that the length
of this control run is much longer than observations, we addition-
ally divide this 1800-yr preindustrial simulation into 45 nonover-
lapping segments (each with a 40-yr-long duration) and examine
the representation of the PARC in each segment. It is encourag-
ing that a few segments out of the 45 segments (around 10%) are
able to capture some observed features of the PARC (figures not
shown). In all these “good segments” the tropical cold SST over
eastern Pacific is well reflected, suggesting that the model has
some potential to simulate the PARC, although the necessary
conditions contributing to this success over some periods remain
unclear. The results remain the same even with a larger sample
size of overlapping segments (each still with a 40-yr-long

FIG. 9. Model biases in simulating observed MCA1/2 related
tropical precipitation in boreal summer. The JJA GPCP precipita-
tion regressed on the time series of (a) MCA1 and (b) MCA2 SST
in observations. The regressed maps of simulated precipitation on
the time series of (c) MCA1 and (d) MCA2 SST averaged from all
CMIP6 models. Stippling in (c) and (d) indicates grids where a ma-
jority (more than 70%) of CMIP6 models exhibit the same sign as
that of the regressed precipitation patterns in observations.
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FIG. 10. Model biases in simulating climatological (1979–2014) seasonal mean 200-hPa zonal winds in ERA5. The
difference of climatological seasonal mean 200-hPa zonal winds (m s21) between the multimodel ensemble means
and ERA5 (model minus ERA5) in (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c) SON, and (d) DJF. (e) The differences of climatological
seasonal means of 200-hPa zonal winds over the tropical eastern Pacific [the blue box in (b); 08–168N, 808W–1808]
between each model and ERA5 in each season (model minus ERA5). The stationary Rossby wavenumbers
[Ks; Eq. (2.3)] based on JJA mean 200-hPa zonal flows in (f) ERA5 and (g) the multimodel ensemble means. In
(a)–(d), the contours are climatological seasonal mean 200-hPa zonal winds that are equal to zero (the black contours
for observations and the red contours for the multimodel ensemble means).
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duration) in CESM-LEN long control run. The probability den-
sity function (PDF) of the spatial correlations between MCA2
derived separately from these segments and the observed coun-
terpart shows that the odds that the model (over any consecutive
40-yr period) can well capture observedMCA2 (the spatial corre-
lation . 0.7) are about 10%–20% (supplemental Fig. 3). It is in-
teresting to note that those “good segments” generally capture
cold SST anomalies extending from the tropical central Pacific to
the Gulf of California (supplemental Fig. 4). This indicates that
the tilted cold SST pattern may play a role in shaping the PARC
mode in the NH extratropics. Furthermore, we cannot rule out
the possibility that the appearance of the PARC in the recent
40-yr reanalysis may also partially originate from internal
variability of the climate system and its recent strengthening
may be time dependent. Additionally, the spatial structure
of the PARC mode as identified by the MCA analysis of
two reanalysis datasets (Figs. 1 and 4) also exhibits slight
variations across different time periods, indicating the need
for further understanding the PARC’s sensitivity to tropical
SST forcing over the past 110 years.

Since a poor simulation of low-frequency tropical SST vari-
ability is speculated as one cause of models’ biases in capturing
the PARC, it is worth examining whether the PARC mode is
well replicated in the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Pro-
ject (AMIP)-type or Pacific pacemaker runs in which tropical
SST is constrained by observed variability. Here we mainly eval-
uate the performance of the 10-member Tropical Ocean Global
Atmosphere (TOGA forced by ERSST5) and 20-member
Pacific pacemaker ensembles (Deser et al. 2017a,b) developed by
the Climate Variability and Change Working Group (CVCWG)
using CESM1. By applying the same MCA method on the
monthly mean NH Z200 and tropical SST fields in these runs,
we find that the performance in reproducing the PNA and
PARC is the same as those CMIP-type runs without specify-
ing observed SST in the tropics (figures not shown). One pos-
sibility that the performance is not significantly improved in

these AMIP-type runs is that observed rainfall changes in the
tropical Pacific result from active atmosphere–ocean coupling
rather than a one-way response of the atmosphere to SST
forcing as designed in AMIP runs (Wang et al. 2005). Thus,
although observed tropical SST variability is well specified
in these runs, the rainfall variability and associated diabatic
forcing that drive large-scale teleconnections may not be
correctly simulated.

Based on our analysis and many others, it is inspiring that
most models can successfully capture the PNAmode, suggest-
ing a high potential to achieve skillful seasonal predictions in
winter associated with ENSO’s variability (Yeh et al. 2018;
McCrystall and Screen 2021). However, one concern is that
simulated ENSO variability in some of these climate models
could be overestimated (L’Heureux et al. 2017), especially in
the high latitudes, which may reduce the diversity of telecon-
nections that should operate in models and thus overwhelm
other types of teleconnections with temporal characteristics
on lower frequency time scales (such as the PARC). Thus, a
lack of reasonable representations of the PARC in most cli-
mate models is likely to have far-reaching and unanticipated
consequences on decadal prediction and climate projection of
high-latitude climate variability, especially over the Arctic
(Hanna et al. 2016; Meehl et al. 2018; Hall et al. 2021).

Progress on decadal predictions has developed rapidly over
the past decades, raising awareness of the still insufficient skill of
current models in predicting climate over land areas in the middle
and high latitudes and some parts of oceans (Meehl et al. 2009,
2014; Liu 2012; Sigmond and Fyfe 2016). The PARC mode con-
tributes to a substantial portion of high-latitude land climate vari-
ability in the recent decades over Eurasia and North America.
Thus, the better representation of low-frequency SST variability
and the mean state over the eastern Pacific and atmospheric
responses to low-frequency SST variability in the form of the
PARC may lead to a breakthrough of improved decadal predic-
tion of mid- and high-latitude climate. In addition, what is

FIG. 11. The two leading NH teleconnection modes simulated in the CESM-LEN 1800-yr preindustrial simulation.
MCA1 between monthly (a) Z200 (m) and (c) tropical SST (8C) in the 1800-yr-long preindustrial run. (b),(d) As in (a)
and (c), but for MCA2. The SCF explained by each MCAmode is indicated in the title of each panel in (a) and (b).
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noteworthy is why external forcing prefers to project on the
PARC mode in recent decades and whether this mode is linked
with aerosol-driven forcing, which need to be investigated further
in future studies.

In summary, the reasons leading to the limitation of most
CMIP6 models in capturing the PARC are complex and mani-
fold. One possibility is that the PARC may own some internal
origins and tropical SST serves as an important trigger. Without
tropical SST forcing, it can also be generated by other mecha-
nisms, such as instability of the mean state or external radiative
forcing. A second possibility may be that current models lack
capabilities to represent some essential components of PARC’s
linkage from tropical forcing to the extratropical circulation
response. Given diverse performances of current models in
simulating the PARC, our study is meant to highlight both the
possibilities and the priority of needed next steps to improve cli-
mate model skill in comprehensively replicating observed NH
tropical–extratropical teleconnections, including both the PNA
and PARC. Since this study primarily focuses on tropical–
extratropical teleconnections on a hemispheric scale that ap-
peared to be dominated by tropical Pacific SST modes, it
should be noted that tropical SST over other basins may be
also important to drive regional extratropical teleconnections
(Sigmond and Fyfe 2016; Dunn-Sigouin et al. 2021; Henderson
et al. 2021) that cannot be successfully captured by our MCA
method. Future analyses emphasizing these regional telecon-
nections originating from other tropical basins may be neces-
sary to enrich our understanding of tropical–extratropical
teleconnections in the NH.
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is available from https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/working_groups/
CVC/. The SOM package used in this study is developed by
MATLAB. The maximum covariance analysis (MCA) code is
available on request from the corresponding author.
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